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Abstract— 

in the ever-evolving landscape of healthcare, the ability to extract meaningful insights from vast and complex datasets is crucial 

for informed decision-making. This abstract provides a glimpse into the significance of association rules in healthcare, showcasing 

how data mining techniques are transforming the industry. By unveiling hidden patterns and relationships within medical data, 

association rules empower healthcare professionals to make more informed decisions, improve patient outcomes, and optimize 

resource allocation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The introduction sets the stage by highlighting the 

challenges and opportunities in healthcare decision- 

making. It emphasizes the growing importance of 

data-driven approaches and introduces the concept of 

association rules. The introduction should outline the 

objectives of the presentation or article.In the past few 

years, the collection of clinical data has become so 

huge, that unless we introduce new techniques and 

tools, accuracy may be severely affected. This 

explosive growth in data and databases has generated 

an urgent need for new techniques and tools that can 

intelligently and automatically transform the 

processed data into useful information and knowledge 

[1]. Data mining, which is also known as knowledge 

discovery in databases, is a process of nontrivial 

extraction of implicit, previously unknown and 

potentially useful information from data in databases. 

In general, data mining is an essential process in 

knowledge discovery where intelligent methods are 

applied in order to extract data

 

patterns.Clinical databases belong to a domain where 

the process of data mining has become a requirement 

because of the consecutive increase of medical and 

research clinical data. Data mining can be used as an 

intelligent diagnostic tool in Health care. In medical 

data, it is possible to extract knowledge and 

information about a disease from the patientspecific 

stored measurements. In addition, in research data the 

extraction knowledge could be the information about 

anunknown virus that looks like some other kind of 

known viruses. Consequently, data mining has 

become an important research domain in Health 

care.In this paper, we implement one of the basic 

algorithms for mining association rules, namely the a 

priori algorithm, andapply it in extracting knowledge 

from a clinical database with records from diabetic 

patients. 
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Materials and methods 
 
 

Data mining is an application-dependent issue that 

copes with different mining techniques. One of 

these techniques isthe mining of association rules 
from transactional or relational databases [2,3,4]. 

The task is to derive a set of strong association 

rules [5] in the form of “A1 … Am → 
B1   … Bn”, where Ai (i    {1, m}) and Bj (j     {1, 
n}) are 
sets of attribute-values from the relevant data sets 

in a database. For example, in a large set of 

transaction data, one may find an association rule 

like the following: "if a patient smokes a lot and is 

overweighed, he/she has more possibilities to get a 

stroke". 

I = {i1,i2,….,im} is the set of items and D is a set of 

transactions where each transaction T is a set of 
items such that T I. 

A transaction T contains X, a set of some items in 

I, if X T. 

An association rule is of the form X → Y, where X 

 I, Y  I and X  Y = . 

 

 
1) L1 = {large 1-itemsets} 

2) for ( k = 2; Lk-1  ; k++ ) do begin 

3) Ck = apriori-gen( Lk-1 ) 

// New candidates 

4) forall transactions t  D do begin 

5) Ct = subset ( Ck , t ) 

//Candidates contained in t 

6) forall candidates c  Ct do 

7) c.count++ 

8) end 

9) Lk = {c  Ck | c.count  minsup} 

10) end 

11) Answer = k Lk 
 

The first pass is used to determine the support for 

individual sets of items and to ensure that this 

The rule X → Y holds in the transaction set D 

with confidence c, 

 
if c%  of transactions in D that contain X also contain 
Y. The rule X 

→ Y has support s, in the transaction set D, if s% of 

transactions in D contain X  Y [2]. 

If a set D exists, mining association rules is the 

problem of generating all association rules that have 

support which is greater than the user defined 

minimum support, and have confidence that is 

greater than the user defined minimum confidence. 

Discovering association rules in [3] is split into two 

sub- tasks, that of finding all sets of items that have 

support above the user defined support, which are 

known as large item sets, and that of using these sets 

to generate the rules. An algorithm, known as 

Apriori [2, 3], which makes multiple passes over the 

data, achieves that. The Apriori algorithm used to 

mine association rules from the data is described 

below: 

support is above the user defined level, these sets are 

called large 1- itemsets, L1 as in line 1. From this 

point the algorithm works with a number of 

iterations k (see line 2). Eachsubsequent pass uses 

the item sets discovered in the previous pass whose 

items have support greater than the user defined 

level. This set of item sets is used to generate new 

item sets called “candidate” item sets Ck. This is 

done using the apriori-gen candidate generation 

algorithm. The idea of the apriori-gen algorithm is 

to create all the supersets of the large k-item sets 

from all the (k-1)-item setsas described in line 3. The 

apriori-gen algorithm [3] works by generating the 

“candidate” item set by two steps, a join step and a 

prune step. The join phase is described in pseudo 

SQL is given below: 

 

 

insert into Ck 

select p. item1, p. item2, …., p.itemk-1, q.itemk-1 

from Lk-1 p, Lk-1 q 

where p.item1 = q.item1,…., p.itemk-2 = q.itemk-2, p.itemk-1 < 

q.itemk-1; 
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The join step simply joins the large sets to form 

a “pre-pruned candidate” item set. The effects of 

this join would be to create new k-item sets by 

joining (k-1)-item sets, such that each element of 

the two (k-1)-item sets being joined match except 

for the last member of each set. The lastmember of 

the first set being joined should be less than thatof 

the last member of the second set being joined. 

After the join phase the candidate item sets Ck are 

generated. The second step is the prune step of the 

a priori-gen algorithm, which can be seen below: 

 
forall itemsets c  Ck do 

forall ( k-1)- 

subsets s of c 

doif ( s  Lk-1 ) 

then 

delete c from Ck; 

 

 

The prune step simply involves removing from the 

“pre- pruned candidate” item set those item sets 

that contain sub item sets that did not exist in the 

set of the previous pass. Inother words the purpose 

is to delete all item sets c  Ck such that some (k- 

1)-subset of c is not in Lk-1, where Lk-1 are the large 

item sets before the join. 

The resultant candidate Ck is then used to generate 

a large k-item set for the next iteration of the 

algorithm as described in lines 4 to 9. This is done 

removing the itemsets whose support is measured 

at less than that of the user- defined level. This 

process is continued until the “candidate” item set 

is an empty set and the generated large item sets are 

used for the rule generation process. This is 

achieved through the use of the user-defined 

confidence. 

For every large item set rules of the form a → (m - 

a) are produced, where ‘m’ is the large item set and 
‘a’ is some non empty subset of ‘m’. The 
confidence of a rule is given 

by the ration of the support(m) to support(a). If this 

ratio falls below the user defined confidence then 

the rule is discarded. The remaining rules will all 

therefore have confidence greater than or equal to 

the user defined minimum confidence. These 

would be the rules that would be the output to the 

user. 

In order to mine association rules the first 

requirement is to create some data that are used 

from the Apriori algorithm given in [3]. It is 

important to mention that the nature of medical 

data is categorical, quantitative or Boolean. Data 

mining with association rules as described in [3] 

are concerned only with the mining of Boolean 

data. Therefore, it was necessary to transform 

categorical and quantitative data to Boolean and 

then apply the algorithm discover association 

rules. In essence the transformation is achieved by 

creating additional attributes from existing 

categorical or quantitative data through 

partitioning. 

In the case of categorical data, a new partition is 

created foreach unique occurrence of an attribute, 

so for example the terminology of the diseases, 

which is a categorical attribute could be partitioned 

into attributes representing each occurrence of a 

major disease. Thus, if we have the following data 

set of the field “Disease”, the result of the 

transformation to Boolean formats, or coding 

process would be: 

Patient 1 - Stomach Cancer 

→ 1001Patient 2 - Stroke 

→ 1002 

Patient 3 - Asthma → 1003 

Patient 4 - Stomach Cancer → 1001 

Where “001” indicates the 1st category of the 

diseases and“1” the 1st field of the specific table. 

Quantitative attributes are concerned partitions are 

made according to ranges of values over the 

attribute. The user declares the number of ranges and 

the ranges itself. For instance, the quantitative 

attribute “weight” has the following data set, the 

number of ranges is declared “3”, the1st range “65- 

80”, the 2nd “80-95” and the 3rd “95-110”. 

Consequently, the code that is generated is the 

following: 

Patient 1 - 80 → 2002 

Patient 2 - 67 → 2001 

Patient 3 - 70 → 2001 

Patient 4 - 100 → 2003 

After the transformation the Apriori algorithm can 

be executed to this kind of data. The generated rules 

are represented in a coded Boolean format like the 

previous examples and are of the form: 3001 2003 

→ 1002. Thus, a decoding process was implemented 

so that the rules were readable. Therefore, the coding 

of the field was necessary because we had to know 

with which field we cope with, to generate the 

decoded rules, 
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which are of the form: IF Status 

= “smokes a lot” AND Weight = “95-110” THEN 

Disease 

= “Stroke”, with confidence c and support s. 

The Apriori algorithm was implemented in C++, but 

the object-oriented aspect was nevertheless 

neglected, due to the nature of the algorithm and 

its associated structures.The data-mining tool was 

developed in Delphi 4. The user can choose a 

database from a list, and then table and fields from 

which the rules will be generated. The remaining 

stepsare data coding, the mining process itself, and 

finally the decoding of rules. 

 

Results 

An example of the mining process was implemented 

in a medical database with stored real parameters of 

diabetic patients, which were measured from an 

expert, consistingof a table with 100 patients. Its 

structure can be seen in Table 1, and its explanation 

about the fields and the values in the spreadsheet in 

Table 2. 

We implemented the Apriori algorithm several 

times to thisdataset or to a sub-dataset of the table, 

and got each time a list of associations between the 

parameters (association rules). In one particular 

example we chose from the table the fields: 

Case_No (patients), DMType (diabetes mellitus 

type), Age (age in years), Special (special 

Table 1 Sample of diabetes parameters: 

condition like pregnancy, surgery, infection), 

Previous_Rx (patient’s previous regime), Target 

(desirable diabetes control), Dawn (dawn 

phenomenon), Unstable (unstable diabetes) and 

regime (regime proposed by expert). Only the field 

“Age” is continuous, all the other fields are 

categorical. The field “Age” has minimum record 

value 20 and maximum 90, so we declared 7 
ranges that are the following: 20-30, 31-40, 41-50, 

51-60, 61-70, 71-80, 81-90. After the coding phase 

of categorical and continuous data, the algorithm 

was executed with confidence 50% and support 

10%, in a data set consisting the parameters of all 

100 patients. The rules that were mined are 

represented in the form in figure 1, where the 

resultant coded and decoded rules from this data 

set are shown. One rule that is generated is: “ IF 

diabetes mellitus type = 2 AND special condition 

= no AND target (desirable diabetes control) = 

good AND unstable diabetes 

= no THEN regime (proposed injection per day) = 

2 (whichmeans 2 injection of mix insulin sort and 

intermediate action, one in the breakfast and one in 

the afternoon)”. 

Because of the small confidence (50%) the rules 

that are generated are not so strong. The support 

parameter is also small (10%), because of the small 

number of categories that were generated. The 

specific data set creates 2 or at most 3 categories 

for each field. If the confidence and the support 

were greater, then the generated rules would be 

fewer or even none. 
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Table 2 Explanation of Table 1 fields 
parameter values explanation 

DM type 1 diabetes mellitus, type 
 2  

age number age in years 

special yes special condition : pregnancy, surgery,infection 

 no  

previous Rx insulin patient's previous regime 
 tablets  

target fair desirable diabetes control 
 good  

 very good  

dawn yes dawn phenomenon 
 no  

unstable yes unstable diabetes 
 no  

BG-bre normal (nl) blood glucose - breakfast 
 hyperglycaemia (hi)  

 hypoglycaemia (lo)  

BG-lun normal (nl) blood glucose – lunch 

 hyperglycaemia (hi)  

 hypoglycaemia (lo)  

BG-din normal (nl) blood glucose – dinner 
 hyperglycaemia (hi)  

 hypoglycaemia (lo)  

BG-bed normal (nl) blood glucose – bed 
 hyperglycaemia (hi)  

 hypoglycaemia (lo)  

PA-mor sedentary physical activity – morning 
 light  

 heavy  

PA-aft sedentary physical activity – afternoon 
 light  

 heavy  

PA-nig sedentary physical activity – night 
 light  

 heavy  

FI-bre yes food intake – breakfast 
 no  

FI-lun yes food intake – lunch 
 no  

FI-din yes food intake – dinner 
 no  

FI-bed yes food intake – bed 
 no  

Regime 1 Regime, proposed byexpert, Bre(I*) 
 2 Bre, Aft (S**+I) 
 3 Bre, Lun, Aft, (S); Bed (I) 
 4 Bre, Lun, Aft, Bed (S) 
  *I=intermediate action 
  **S=short-action 
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An alternative example of query is the following: we 

chose the fields DMType, special, dawn, unstable, 

BG_bre (bloodglucose - breakfast), BG_lun (blood 

glucose - lunch), BG_din (blood glucose - dinner), 

BG_bed (blood glucose - bed) and regime. All the 

mentioned fields are categorical. The algorithm was 

executed in a data set of the first 50 patients, with 

confidence 80 and support 20. The rules that are 

generated are represented in figure 2. 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1 – Form with Coded and Decoded AssociationRules / Example1 
 

 

 
Figure 2 – Form with Coded and Decoded AssociationRules / Example 2 

Discussions and Conclusion 

The extraction of some kind of knowledge from 

medical databases is a challenging and useful 

technique that offers assistance unavailable before 

the mining process [6]. 

The accuracy of the extracted knowledge is an 

important point that must be considered, but this 

has to do with the validity of the data and their 

relevant transformations. 

In this paper, the mining process was implemented 

with categorical, quantitative and Boolean medical 

data, but a feature perspective is to deal with 

multimedia data such as images in general 

(microbiology), digital X-ray images, tumor scans, 

or signals. Another point that is currently under 

consideration is the improvement of the algorithm 
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performance. 
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